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1. Introduction

The results outlined in this note provide more information on the
topic investigated in our papers [7], [6], [8], which were strongly influ-
enced by the work of Zapletal [13], [15], Farah and Zapletal [1] and
Sabok and Zapletal [11].

Given a compactum X (i.e., a compact metrizable space), we denote
by BorpXq the σ-algebra of Borel sets in X, and KpEq is the collection
of compact subsets of a set E Ď X.

A σ-ideal generated by compact sets in X is a collection I Ď BorpXq,
closed under taking Borel subsets and countable unions of elements of
I, such that any element of I can be enlarged to a σ-compact set in I.
We always assume that X R I.

A σ-ideal I generated by compact sets in X is calibrated if for any
K P KpXqzI and Kn P I X KpXq, n P N, there is a compact set
L Ď Kz

Ť

nPN
Kn not in I, cf. Kechris, Louveau and Woodin [4].

Let us recall that a compactum is countable-dimensional if it is a
union of countably many zero-dimensional sets.

One of the main results in this note is the following theorem.

Theorem 1.1. Let I be a calibrated σ-ideal on a compactum X without
isolated points and let f : B Ñ́Y be a Borel map from B P BorpXqzI
to a compactum Y without isolated points. Then

(i) there exists a compact meager set C Ď Y with f´1pCq R I,
(ii) if Y is countable-dimensional, there is a Cantor set C in Y with

f´1pCq R I,
(iii) for any σ-finite nonatomic Borel measure µ on Y , there is a

compact set C in Y with µpCq ă 8 and f´1pCq R I.

As we shall see, parts (ii) and (iii) of the assertion above are related to
some homogeneity problems concerning σ-ideals generated by compact
sets. The next result addresses some other aspects of the homogeneity
issue.
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Given a Borel measure µ on a compactum X, we shall denote by
If pµq the σ-ideal of Borel sets in X that can be covered by countably
many compact sets of finite µ-measure.

Theorem 1.2. Let µ be a σ-finite atomless Borel measure on a com-
pactum X R If pµq.

Then there is a copy of the irrationals P in X with the following
property: P R If pµq and for each B P BorpXqzIf pµq there is a homeo-
morphic embedding H : P Ñ́B such that, for A Ď P , A P If pµq if and
only if hpAq P If pµq.

In Section 6 we shall explain connections between these theorems
and some results in the literature. Here, let us confine ourselves to a
few observations concerning the assertion.

Remark 1.3.

(A) Part (i) of the assertion shows that any calibrated σ-ideal has
the “1-1 or constant” property (cf. 6.2) distinguished by Sabok
and Zapletal [11], [10] (in [7] this was established under the
additional assumption that the σ-ideal I is coanalytic, i.e., if
I XKpXq is a coanalytic set in the space KpXq, equipped with
the Vietoris topology, cf. Kechris [3]).

(B) Part (ii) of the assertion, combined with some deep results of
Zapletal [13], implies that for the σ-ideal Ipdimq of Borel sub-
sets of the Hilbert cube r0, 1sN which can be covered by countably
many finite-dimensional compacta, the collection Borpr0, 1sNqzIpdimq,
partially ordered by inclusion, is not forcing homogeneous, which
answers a question by Zapletal [15, Question 3.1] (the weaker
statement that the quotient Boolean algebra Borpr0, 1sNq{Ipdimq
is not homogeneous was proved in [8])

(C) From part (iii) of the assertion one can infer that the σ-ideal
If pH 1q of Borel sets in the Euclidean square r0, 1s2 that can
be covered by countably many compacta of finite 1-dimensional
Hausdorff measure is not homogeneous in the sense of [13, Def-
inition 2.3.7] and [14]. However, Theorem 1.2 shows that the
partial order Borpr0, 1s2qzIf pH 1q is forcing homogeneous (cf.
[13]. comments following Definition 2.3.7).

In the four subsequent sections we shall present briefly some key
points of proofs of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2.

2. Sketch of a proof of Theorem 1.1 (i)

Our approach is similar to that in [6] and [8], an essential difference

being that we shall analyze compact-valued functions qfU : Y Ñ́KpXq

associated with f´1 rather than functions pfU : U Ñ́KpY q considered
in [6] or [8], associated with f .
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As in our earlier work on this topic, the key element of our reason-
ings are generalized Hurewicz systems, cf. [8, 2.4]; such systems were
introduced in some special cases by W. Hurewicz [2], and significantly
developed by S. Solecki [12] in connection with σ-ideals generated by
closed sets.

Striving for a contradiction, we assume that for any meager set C in
Y , f´1pCq P I.

Using a theorem of Solecki [12], we can find a Gδ-set G in X such
that G Ď B, V R I for any relatively open V in G, and f |G : G Ñ́Y is
continuous.

Given a nonempty relatively open set U in G we shall consider the

map qfU : Y Ñ́KpUq defined by

p1q qfUpyq “
č

n

f´1pBpy,
1

n
q X Uq,

Bpy, rq being the r-ball centered ay y, with respect to a fixed metric
on Y .

The maps qfU are used to justify the following claim, cf. [6], [8].

Claim 2.1. Let U be a non-empty relatively open set in G. Then there
exist L P KpUqzI, boundary in U , M P KpfpUqq, boundary in fpUq
and nonempty relatively open subsets Vi of U such that

‚ Vi XG Ď U ,
‚ Vi are pairwise disjoint and disjoint from L,
‚

Ş

n

Ť

iěn

Vi “ L, ,

‚ fpViq are pairwise disjoint and disjoint from M ,

‚
Ş

n

Ť

iěn

fpViq “M ,

‚ M Ď fpUqz
Ť

i

fpViq,

‚ lim
iÑ8

diampViq “ 0 and lim
iÑ8

diampfpViqq “ 0.

Once we have this claim checked, we can use it subsequently to define
a generalized Hurewicz system in X such that the set P determined by
this system, cf. [8, 2.4], is a subset of G not in I but fpP q is meager
in Y .

More specifically, in this process we define a copy of the irrationals
P Ď G with the following properties. We have P “ P Y

Ť

n

Ln, where

Ln P KpXqzI and each nonempty relatively open subset of P contains
some Ln. This yields P R I.

On the other hand, fpP q Ď fpP q Y
Ť

n

Mn, where Mn P KpY q, Mn Ď

Y zfpP q and each nonempty relatively open subset of fpP q contains

some Mn. This implies that fpP q has empty interior in Y .
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3. Sketch of a proof of Theorem 1.1 (ii)

The reasoning in this case goes along similar lines as for (i). However,
we need now the following counterpart of Claim 2.1.

Claim 3.1. Let U be a non-empty relatively open set in G. Then
there exist a boundary compactum L P KpUqzI, a zero-dimensional

compactum M P KpfpUqq and nonempty relatively open sets Vi in UzL
such that

‚ Vi XG Ď U ,
‚ Vi are pairwise disjoint and disjoint from L,
‚

Ş

n

Ť

iěn

Vi “ L,

‚ fpViq are pairwise disjoint and disjoint from M ,

‚ M “
Ş

n

Ť

iěn

fpViq,

‚ lim
iÑ8

diampViq “ 0 and lim
iÑ8

diampfpViqq “ 0.

To verify this claim, we use the fact that Y being countable dimen-
sional, Y has defined the small inductive transfinite dimension, and
hence we can concentrate on a compactum Y 1 Ď Y with the minimal
transfinite dimension for which f´1pY 1q R I.

This allows one to exploit the maps qfU defined in Section 2 in an
inductive reasoning similar to that in [6].

4. Sketch of a proof of Theorem 1.1 (iii)

Again the scheme of the proof, involving the compact-valued maps
qfU , is analogous to the ones in preceding sections.

However, this time we use the fact that there are compact sets Fi in
Y with µpFiq ă 8 and µpY z

Ť

i

Fiq “ 0, and the key ingredient in the

proof is a claim, similar to Claim 3.1, where instead of demanding that
the set M is zero-dimensional, we declare that, given ε ą 0, M can be
chosen so that µpMq ă ε.

5. Sketch of a proof of Theorem 1.2

There is a copy G of the irrationals in X such that for each nonempty
relatively open set U in G, U is not in If pµq.

This allows one to pick inductively, starting from V pHq “ G, nonempty
relatively clopen sets V pσq in G, σ P NăN, and Cantor sets Lpσq Ď

V pσqzG such that

(1) µpLpσqq “ 1, for σ P NN,

(2) V pσ1q X V pσ2q “ H for distinct σ1, σ2 P Nm,

(3) V pσamq Ď V pσq, V pσamq X Lpσq “ H,

(4) Lpσq “
Ş

n

Ť

měn

V pσamq,
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(5) lim
mÑ8

diampV pσamqq “ 0, diampV pσq ď 2´lhpσq,

(6) P “
Ş

m

Ť

tV pσq : σ P Nmu Ď G.

The set P is a copy of the irrationals not in If pµq.
Let B P BorpXqzIf pµq. First, using a theorem of Solecki, we pick a

copy of the irrationals G1 in B such that for each nonempty relatively
open set U in G1, U is not in If pµq.

Then, combaining results of Oxtoby [5] and Pollard [9], we define
inductively, starting from V 1pHq “ G1, nonempty relatively clopen
sets V 1pσq in G1, σ P NăN, Cantor sets L1pσq Y V 1pσqzG1 and home-
omorphisms hσ : Lpσq Y

Ť

m

V pσamq Ñ́L1pσq Y
Ť

m

V 1pσamq such that

(1)–(5) hold true if V pσq, Lpσq are replaced by V 1pσq, L1pσq, hσ|Lpσq :

Lpσq Ñ́L1pσq preserves the measure µ, and finally, P 1 “
Ş

m

Ť

tV 1pσq :

σ P Nmu Ď G1, cf. (6).
One can check that for the homeomorphism h : P Ñ́P 1 that takes

the singleton
Ş

m

V pt|mq to the singleton
Ş

m

V 1pt|mq, we have µpCq “

µphpCqq, whenever C is a relatively closed set in P . In effect, both h
and h´1 take sets from If pµq to sets in If pµq.

6. Comments

6.1. Calibrated σ-ideals. IfX is a Henderson compactum, i.e., dimX “

8 but X contains no 1-dimensional subcompactum, then the σ-ideal
Ipdimq is calibrated, cf. [15].

Also, the σ-ideal IσpH 1q of Borel subsets of the Euclidean square
r0, 1s2 that can be covered by countably many compacta of σ-finite
H 1-measure is calibrated, cf. [8].

6.2. The 1-1 or constant property of Sabok and Zapletal. From
assertion (i) in Theorem 1.1 it follows that any calibrated σ-ideal I on
a compactum X has the following property: whenever f : B Ñ́NN is
a Borel map on B P BorpXqzI with all fibers in I, then there exists
C P BorpBqzI on which f is injective.

Indeed, the fact that this property can be derived from (i) was proved
by Sabok and Zapletal [11] (the proof in [11] is based on some forcing
related arguments, and a justification in the realm of the classical de-
scriptive set theory can be found in [7]).

6.3. Inhomogeneity of σ-ideals. Following Zapletal [13], [14], we
shall say that a σ-ideal I generated by compact sets in X is homoge-
neous, if for each Y P BorpXqzI there exists a Borel map f : X Ñ́Y
such that f´1pAq P I, whenever A P I.

The σ-ideal Ipdimq on the Hilbert cube r0, 1sN is inhomogeneous in
a strong way. To see this, let us consider a Henderson compactum X in
r0, 1sN, cf. 6.1, and a countable dimensional compactum Y in r0, 1sN,
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not in Ipdimq. Then, by (ii) in Theorem 1.1, there is no Borel map
f : B Ñ́Y with B P BorpXqzIpdimq and f´1pAq P Ipdimq, whenever
A P Ipdimq, as the σ-ideal Ipdimq is calibrated, cf. 6.1.

Also, as was already mentioned in 1, the σ-ideal If pH 1q on the
Euclidean square r0, 1s2 is not homogeneous. Indeed, let Y Ď r0, 1s2

be a compactum not in If pH 1q on which H 1 is σ-finite, and let f :
r0, 1s2 Ñ́Y be any Borel function.

As was recalled in 6.1, the σ-ideal IσpH 1q Ě If pH 1q is calibrated
in the square, and by (iii) in Theorem 1.1, there exists a compactum
A P If pH 1q with f´1pAq R IσpH 1q.

6.4. A calibrated σ-ideal which is not coanalytic. If E is a subset
of a compactum X, E ‰ X, the σ-ideal KpEq is calibrated but need
not be coanalytic.

However, we did not find in the literature examples of calibrated,
non-coanalytic σ-ideals I on compacta X with

Ť

I “ X.
The following example of such σ-ideal requires the additional set-

theoretic hypothesis that each uncountable coanalytic set contains a
Cantor set.

Let us pick a coanalytic set E Ď 2N such that E “ tK P Kp2Nq :
|K X E| ď ℵ0u R Σ1

2.
Then the set-theoretic hypothesis we assumed guarantees that the

σ-ideal I on 2N generated by E is calibrated, but I XKp2Nq “ E R Σ1
2.
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